
Liam Young
Writer, Animator, Producer

I'm a one-man production studio with experience in every facet of production. While I'm comfortable collaborating on projects with other 
talented creatives, I'm no stranger to independently managing the pipleline. I look forward to breathing life into both my passion projects 
and any interesting opportunity that comes my way.

949-633-4182

www.mozzaliam.com

liam@mozzaliam.com

Foothill Ranch, USA

linkedin.com/in/liam-young-8384baa4

WORK EXPERIENCE

Collaborated and written scripts that are character 
oriented and fit the brand.

Survived tight-deadlines with a strong work ethic and good 
attitude.

Takes notes responsibly and willing to take risks.

Establishes a clear tone and engaging story

Visualized scripts by translating them into storyboards

Carefully animated each scene with concentration on emotion, 
subtext and story

Handled criticism and successfully satisfied the client

03/2015 – 12/2015

Showrunner
SpindoTV

Subset of Spin Master Entertainment.

Pitched entire episodes in front of executives, allowing the 
original series to be greenlit

Collaborated with a team to write, direct and storyboard four 
shorts

Supervised production to maintain original creative vision

EDUCATION

08/2013 – 05/2018

Cinema & TV Arts
California State University Fullerton

Fullerton, CA

SKILLS

Styboardng, Staging (Storyboard Pro)

Storyboarding (Storyboard Pro)

Sound Design / Voice Over (Audacity, Sony Vegas)

Script-Writing (Final Draft, Word)

Video Editing, Compositing (Sony Vegas, Adobe Premiere)

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Elementary School (03/2019 – Present)

Independently produced, written and animated three full 
episodes
Constructed seven different scripts with utmost care 
Negotiated with over a dozen voice actors
Continually manages social media accounts and engages with fans

ACHIEVEMENTS

"Best Film Award" at NADIR (05/2018)
My short, "Tiberius & Reagan" received this award at CSUF's first film
festival for graduating students.

Writer / Animator
Sunlight Entertainment 
2020 - Present 
"Ryan's World" and its sister channels

Achievements/Tasks

 Writer/ Animator 
MASHED
09/2018 – 11/2019
Channel 4's dedicated animation subdivision. 

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Strong Time Management, Multitasking, 
Leadership , Willingness to Learn

mailto:liam@vyronixstudios.com
http://www.mozzaliam.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/liam-young-8384baa4/



